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Smoke Detectors

Last night I heard one of the smoke detectors beep and it took me Adjective to find which room it was in!

Later today, my dad Verb - Present ends in S the battery and finds out that the smoke detector still goes off

even with a new battery! It turns out that the smoke detector was Adjective and I asked my dad, "Why

don't we test our smoke detectors?" He replied, "Because we're Adjective people..." After he took the

Adjective smoke detector down, I made him test all the other ones because I wanted to but I was a few

Adjective too short! My dad tested all of them and Adjective the alarm went off! Several minutes

later when the smoke detectors finally stopped Adjective their alarm, one of the smoke detectors started

beeping as if it needed a new battery too! After my dad Verb - Past Tense the battery he said it was fine and

suddenly another one started beeping! After checking it he said, "Maybe if we stop Verb - Present ends in ING

the smoke detectors they might stop Verb - Present ends in ING ." To my surprise they actually stopped

Verb - Present ends in ING ! So it turns out that we
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smoke detectors and I asked my dad to try them on a
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area. When he did, it beeped but then stopped and just as he was about to climb down from the ladder, it

beeped again! So he decided that none of them were going to work and that we also need more 9-volt batteries (

the "fat ones")!
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